Small Cove Point
Sound Drive
Northeast Harbor, Sound Drive
Beds/Baths: 8 / 6
Party Size: 16
Setting: Shorefront
Pets: Not Permittied
Price: $3800-$6200/wk
Quiet setting, nostalgic feel!

Description:
For many generations, family and guests have enjoyed one of the most beautiful waterfront settings available on Mt. Desert
Island. With a shorefront setting that rivals many others, this wonderful Maine cottage offers beautiful views and plenty of
space and rustic charm! Relax and enjoy the boating activity from the spacious deck or meander to the shores at low tide to
explore the tidal pools.
MAIN HOUSE (5 bedrooms for a max occupancy of 10):
FIRST FLOOR: Spacious Living Room with a table for games or dining, Satellite TV and DVD enjoys a wonderful fireplace
and large windows to take in the view. Recently remodeled Kitchen with dining for 10 to 12, custom built cabinets and
updated appliances. In the south wing, a Bedroom with Twin bed, deck access and water views. A second Bedroom with
Twins that could combine as a king offers water views and sliding glass doors to the deck. These two bedrooms share a
hallway Bathroom with combined tub and shower. In the north wing you'll find a "Think Room" with a desk, two sofas and
lovely water views. Full Bath with combined tub and shower. Two additional Bedrooms, one with a set of Twins set as a king
and the other with Twins and a crib. Walk-through Laundry area leads to Full Bath with shower stall only.
SECOND FLOOR: Bedroom with balcony and water views offers a set of Twins which can be converted into a king. Private
Full Bath with large shower stall features two shower heads, no tub.
OUTDOOR SPACES: Large deck with furnishings enjoys incredible views of Somes Sound and the western Mountains of
Acadia. Outside shower.
GUEST COTTAGE (available for an additional fee to sleep 6 additional guests in 3 bedrooms):
For parties of up to 16, the adorable guest cottage can be added to make a total of 8 bedrooms. It offers a separate and fully
furnished house with its own Kitchen apartment size refrigerator and Living spaces. The nearby garage outside the front door
does offer a full sized refrigerator if needed as well as laundry facilities. Two first floor Bedrooms offer two double beds and
two sets of bunk beds. A second floor Bedroom offers a queen bed. Two full Bathrooms with combined tubs and showers.
And an outdoor shower to boot!
EXTRAS: One canoe, four kayaks and four paddleboards.
Note that a property caretaker lives nearby in a neighboring cottage.

The Knowles Company One Summit Road, Northeast Harbor, ME 04662-0367 (207) 276-3322

www.knowlesco.com info@knowlesco.com
Note: Knowles Company rental agents represent the owners of rental properties and have a fiduciary duty to them. While
every effort is made to ensure that this list is accurate and up to date, property characteristics, prices, and availability are
subject to change without notice.
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